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World is really fast changing that effects of such changes are seen everywhere in almost all aspects of life. Fashion, arts, technologies and even in education. Latest trends in education were observed and felt by everyone associated in this field. Online reports, LIS, DLL were just some of the upgraded process that a teacher does every now and then. One may certainly asks, “Are these really essentials than having a teaching-learning process inside the classroom?”

Admit it or not, such processes affect the teachers’ time on tasks that time allotment for teaching process maybe lag behind if the teachers fail to comply with online reports or the like recent situation requires each teacher to be upgraded with computers which of course is a must since ICT associated lessons are also needed to enhance learning. However though if rampant and overused may hinder the main purpose and objective of being in this field- that is teaching. Social media reveals a lot of complains from teacher e.g. the burden of paper works, and a lot at documents and reports and yet still... these were unheard voices that instead of addressing such issues, the answers would just be having a positive outlook or leave the system if you can’t bear it.

With the changes that go around us in Education, it is a must that the teacher goes along with it... be upgraded and undergoes enhancement but the prime role should not be neglected – that is TO TEACH.

After all, the main goal of TEACHING is to impart knowledge to learners, not to be always online just to comply with reports. Teachers need to learn and upgrade with recent process yet..their prime roles should always be the first priority. Proper approach
should be taken in order to give much priority on the main purpose why teachers are here.... imparting learning.
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